
Ceph - Documentation #37793

doc: updated Ceph documentation links

01/04/2019 09:23 PM - James McClune

Status: Resolved % Done: 100%

Priority: Normal Spent time: 0.00 hour

Assignee: James McClune   

Category: documentation   

Target version:    

Tags: documentation Affected Versions:  

Backport: mimic,luminous Pull request ID:  

Reviewed:    

Description

Fixes include:

- Updating Doxygen link for reference (http://docs.ceph.com/docs/master/dev/documenting/)

- Adding :ref: label for User Management page (http://docs.ceph.com/docs/master/rados/operations/user-management/)

- Update User Management link for reference (http://docs.ceph.com/docs/master/rbd/rbd-snapshot/)

Related issues:

Copied to Ceph - Backport #37894: mimic: doc: updated Ceph documentation links Resolved

Copied to Ceph - Backport #37895: luminous: doc: updated Ceph documentation l... Rejected

History

#1 - 01/04/2019 09:24 PM - James McClune

The preceding links are broken.

#2 - 01/04/2019 09:38 PM - James McClune

Fixed in: https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/25797

#3 - 01/04/2019 09:45 PM - James McClune

This fix (https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/25797) may need backporting.

#4 - 01/07/2019 07:31 AM - Kefu Chai

- Status changed from New to Resolved

- Assignee set to James McClune

James, please update the backport field if you think we need to backport this change.

#5 - 01/07/2019 12:07 PM - James McClune

Hi Kefu,

I don't have permission to update any of the fields once the ticket is created.

Could I please have the rights to change the issue report?

Thanks,

James
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#6 - 01/10/2019 04:15 AM - Kefu Chai

- Status changed from Resolved to Pending Backport

- Backport set to mimic,luminous

James, i think the reason is that you are not listed as a "Developer" of Ceph project, see https://tracker.ceph.com/projects/ceph . you could contact

one of the "Managers" there to get yourself added to the group of "Developer". or I can help on it.

#7 - 01/10/2019 05:01 PM - James McClune

- % Done changed from 50 to 100

#8 - 01/10/2019 06:23 PM - James McClune

Kefu Chai wrote:

James, i think the reason is that you are not listed as a "Developer" of Ceph project, see https://tracker.ceph.com/projects/ceph . you could

contact one of the "Managers" there to get yourself added to the group of "Developer". or I can help on it.

 

I'm on the Developer list now. Thank you Kefu.

#9 - 01/14/2019 10:41 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #37894: mimic: doc: updated Ceph documentation links added

#10 - 01/14/2019 10:41 AM - Nathan Cutler

- Copied to Backport #37895: luminous: doc: updated Ceph documentation links added

#11 - 01/27/2021 07:13 PM - Nathan Cutler

- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved" or "Rejected".
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